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Personality

A person’s general style of interacting with 
the world

People differ from one another in ways   
that are relatively consistent over time and 
place



Sources of Personality Differences
Heredity:

Research on nature-nurture indicates that 50% 
of the variance in personality is inherited, thus 
setting limits on development

 Environment: Shapes at least 50% of 
personality
Culture
 Family
Group Membership
 Life Experiences



• Unconscious motivations

Psychoanalytic

• Specific dimensions of personality

Trait

• Inner capacity for growth

Humanistic

• Influence of environment

Social-Cognitive

Four Major Perspectives on Personality



Psychoanalytic Perspective
“first comprehensive theory of personality”

(1856-1939)

University of Vienna 1873
Voracious Reader
Medical School Graduate

Specialized in Nervous 
Disorders

Some patients’ disorders had 
no physical cause!



Freud’s Ideas as Scientific Theory
Theories must explain observations

and offer testable hypotheses

Few Objective Observations

Few Hypotheses

Freud’s theories based on his recollections & 
interpretations of patients’ free associations, 

dreams, & slips of the tongue

Does Not PREDICT Behavior or Traits



The Trait Perspective

 Trait
 a characteristic pattern of behavior

 a disposition to feel and act, as assessed by self-report 
inventories and peer reports

 Personality Inventory
 a questionnaire (often with true-false or agree-disagree 

items) on which people respond to items designed to 
gauge a wide range of feelings and behaviors

 used to assess selected personality traits



The Trait Perspective

 Hans and Sybil 
Eysenck use two 
primary personality 
factors as axes for 
describing personality 
variation
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Meyer-Briggs Type Indicator

Extrovert

Sensing

Thinking

 Judging

vs. Introversion

vs. Intuition

vs. Feeling

vs. Perceptive

Energy

Info

Decision Making

Prefer



The “Big Five” Personality Factors
(Each factor is a continuum of many related traits)

Agreeableness

Adjustment

(Stable, confident, effective)                                           (Nervous, self-doubting, moody)

Sociability

(Gregarious , energetic, self-dramatizing)                         (Shy, unassertive, withdrawn)

Conscientiousness

(Planful, neat, dependable)                                        (Impulsive, careless, irresponsible)

(Warm, tactful, considerate)                                                    (Independent, cold, rude)

Intellectual Openness

(Imaginative, curious, original)                             (Dull, unimaginative, literal-minded)



MMPI

Most widely used personality inventory

Assess psychological disorders 
(not normal traits)

Empirically derived - test items selected 
based upon how well they discriminate twixt 
groups of traits



Humanistic Perspective

 Abraham Maslow 

(1908-1970)

 studied self-

actualization 

processes of 

productive and 

healthy people 

(e.g., Lincoln)



Humanistic Perspective

 Self-Actualization

 the ultimate psychological need that 
arises after basic physical and 
psychological needs are met and self-
esteem is achieved

 the motivation to fulfill one’s potential



Humanistic Perspective

Carl Rogers (1902-1987)

 focused on growth and fulfillment of 

individuals

 genuineness

 acceptance

 empathy



Humanistic Perspective

Unconditional Positive Regard

 an attitude of total acceptance toward 

another person

 Self-Concept

 all our thoughts and feelings about 
ourselves, in an answer to the question, 
“Who am I?”



Social-Cognitive Perspective

Behavior learned through conditioning & 
observation

What we think about our situation affects our 
behavior

Interaction of Environment & Intellect



Assessing & Evaluating the Self

? Primarily through questionnaires in 
which people report their self-concept.

? Also by understanding others’ subjective 
personal experiences during therapy

X Concepts are vague & subjective.
Assumptions are naïvely optimistic.



Reciprocal Determinism

Internal World + External World = Us

Cognitive

Behavioral

Environment



Social-Cognitive Perspective

Personal Control

 our sense of controlling our environments 
rather than feeling helpless

External Locus of Control 

 the perception that chance or outside 
forces beyond one’s personal control 
determine one’s fate



Social-Cognitive Perspective

 Internal Locus of Control
 the perception that one controls one’s own 

fate

Learned Helplessness
 the hopelessness and passive resignation 

an animal or human learns when unable to 
avoid repeated aversive events



Personal Control

Control Your 
Destiny

Correlate 
feelings of 
control with 
behavior

Internal 
Locus of 
Control Luck, fate, or 

powerful others 
control your 
destiny

Experiment by 
raising/lowering 
people’s sense of 
control

External 
Locus of 
Control



Outcomes of Personal Control

Learned 

Helplessness

Uncontrollable

Bad Events

Perceived Lack 
of Control

Generalized 
Helpless 
Behavior



Social-Cognitive Perspective

Positive Psychology

 the scientific study of optimal human 
functioning

 aims to discover and promote conditions 
that enable individuals and communities 
to thrive



Personality Assessment


